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[01:23:31] [Session Two of Two: 10 October 2014]  

 
 
00:00:00 Introduction to interview. Comments on birth in Khartoum, 

Sudan, living in Khartoum for first eight years of life, 
returning to Britain for summer breaks, mention of civil 
service being allowed to return each year. Remarks on 



returning from Sudan at end of 1955 upon Sudanese 
independence, father leaving Sudanese civil service. 
Comments on leaving Sudan just before necessity for 
boarding school. 

00.01.20 Remarks on current life, living in Balham, growing up in 
Edinburgh after return from Sudan, going to University of 
Oxford, first job in traineeship with Hertfordshire libraries, 
doing library diploma in Aberystwyth, working as 
children’s librarian in Hertfordshire for two years, moving 
to London, working as children’s librarian (Wandsworth), 
working as children’s librarian for 42 years before 
retirement.  

00.02.10 Comments on parents, father’s work for Sudanese civil 
service, DC on Upper Nile, working for Department of 
Trade and Export, mother’s work as housewife, interest in 
gardening, botany, ornithology, looking after house and 
four children. Remarks on mother’s origins from landed 
Perthshire family, spending holidays in Perthshire. 
Comments on father’s work as secretary to trade 
association, Scottish Woollen Manufacturers Association 
on return from Sudan, working from Edinburgh offices.  

00.03.30 Remarks on moving to Balham on starting to work in 
Wandsworth, July 1975. Further comments on work as 
children’s librarian at Tooting Library, living in bedsit in 
Balham.  

00.04.00 Comments on four in family, two sisters and brother, 
being eldest in family.  

00.04.20 Remarks on visiting libraries when travelling in France, 
Germany, Mexico, visiting libraries in Britain, British 
Library, remaining librarian at Putney School of Art and 
Design.  

00.05.00 Remarks on running reading group at Battersea library, 
current lack of involvement in Wandsworth libraries, 
helping on summer programmes, telling stories, 
cataloguing early children’s book collection at 
Wandsworth, belonging to Children’s Books History 
Society, role as secretary.  

00.06.00 Comments on studying at University of Oxford, St Hilda’s 
College, studying Latin, Greek, Ancient History and 
Philosophy.  

00.06.20 Remarks on family life, school, family dog, small private 
school in Edinburgh, mention of interest in reading, 
coming home at lunchtime, taking dog out after school, 
meeting up with friend with dog for walks. Comments on 
hobbies, skating, Guides (mention of mother’s role as 
Guider), remarks on homework, listening to radio, 
listening to Children’s Hour, mention of programmes 
listened to. Lack of memory of childhood weekends. 

00.07.50 Remarks on visiting library twice per week, being only 
family member to join library, borrowing books for brother 



and sisters, taking dog to library and leaving dog outside, 
reading on library floor, outside library beside dog. Lack 
of memory of librarians, small children’s section.  

00.08.40 Comments on not being adventurous reader, not being 
guided. Remarks on enjoyment of re-reading. Comments 
on authors read – Rosemary Sutcliff, Pat Smythe, John 
Pudney.  

00.09.10 Remarks on current interest in enthusing and advising 
children in reading/books. Comments on enthusiasm for 
favoured authors. Remarks on mother’s encouragement 
for reading – mother telling interviewee every girl should 
read three books – Jane Eyre (Charlotte Bronte), Pride 
and Prejudice (Jane Austen), Rebecca (Daphne du 
Maurier).  

00.10.00 Comments on reading library books under desk at school, 
not having school books in Scottish education system, 
learning grammar. Remarks on reading books at Higher 
level, Shakespeare, comments on exam questions on 
latest books read, lack of set texts. Lack of interest in 
reading list given at school. Mention of dislike of Lucky 
Jim (Kingsley Amis). Lack of memory of people being 
excited about books.  

00.11.50 Remarks on never seeing parents reading, parents being 
well read, father’s interest in Charles Dickens, Anthony 
Trollope, detective novels. Comments on authors 
introduced by father – Dorothy Sayers, Agatha Christie, 
Ngaio Marsh. Remarks on introducing father to Dick 
Francis, Inspector Morse novels (Colin Dexter).  

00.12.30 Remarks on being introduced to Georgette Heyer by 
godmother, enjoyment of Georgette Heyer, sisters’ 
interest in Georgette Heyer. Comments on introducing 
Dorothy Dunnett to younger sister. Remarks on restricted 
nature of childhood reading, enjoyment of historical 
novels, detective novels, dislike of novels about modern 
life, emotional difficulties. Enjoyment of fantasy novels, 
distanced material.  

00.13.20 Remarks on father’s reading as young man, father 
reading when unmarried in Sudan. Comments on only 
seeing father actively reading newspapers (The Times) 
while father worked, father reading more after retirement. 
Remarks on not seeing mother reading, mother’s love of 
gardening, reading gardening books.  

00.14.10 Comments on being surrounded by books as child, 
father’s library, Hodder and Stoughton illustrated editions 
of Shakespeare, Victorian encyclopaedia of animal 
kingdom, Ghosts of the Spanish Steps by Daniele Vare, 
1930s books. Remarks on plot of novel set in China. 
Comments on enjoyment of Evelina (Fanny Burney), 
remarks on illustrations. Remarks on Edwardian books, 
learning about historical figures. Mention of Our Island 



Story, Scotland’s Story (H. E. Marshall).  
00.16.20 Remarks on mother’s enjoyment of Edith Nesbit, mention 

of The Enchanted Castle, feeling that Nesbit’s novels too 
close to reality. Comments on not reading Swallows and 
Amazons (Arthur Ransome), leading similar childhood life 
to that in Swallows and Amazons.  

00.17.20 Comments on being given books at Christmas, being 
given Carnegie winners, A Grass Rope (William Mayne), 
Rosemary Sutcliff books, The Eagle of the Ninth, family 
predicting interviewee would become librarian.  

00.18.20 Remarks on librarians doing little reading.  
00.18.40 Further comments on Edwardian books read by parents, 

Charles Dickens, Jane Eyre, father’s birth in China, 
education in Winchester, being sent back to Britain aged 
eight, not meeting youngest brother until age 17, 
description of father as ‘raj orphan’.  

00.20.00 Further comments on parents’ book collection, 
subscribing to library of books, parents not going to public 
libraries, further remarks on parents’ classically informed 
reading. Comments on father’s love of Alice in 
Wonderland (Lewis Carroll), mother’s interest in Edith 
Nesbit, owning first editions, mother’s interest in Juliana 
Ewing, A Flat Iron for a Farthing.  

00.21.50 Remarks on hobbies, cooking, mother’s interest in 
gardening superseding interest in cooking. Remarks on 
brother and sisters all cooking, interviewee cooking for 
family. Comments on other hobbies, ice skating, ballet, 
Guides, not enjoying Guides, enjoyment of Duke of 
Edinburgh’s Award, not enjoying sport, playing hockey. 
Remarks on love of walking, going fishing with father, 
walking dog.  

00.23.20 Comments on reading as greatest interest, not reading 
aloud, being early and fast reader. Memories of mother 
reading The Jungle Book (Rudyard Kipling) in Sudan, 
horror at ending, refusing to allow mother to read more.  

00.24.30 Remarks on father reading to children, distant father, 
father reading to children when ill, reading The Heroes 
(Charles Kingsley), Rewards and Fairies (Rudyard 
Kipling), stories at end of The Jungle Book. Remarks on 
love of Kipling’s work.  

00.25.40 Comments on reading to brother and sisters, brother 
being eight years younger, wishing brother was older. 
Remarks on reading Jack and the Beanstalk to brothers.  

00.26.30 Comments on hobbies not changing with age, continuing 
to read in adolescence, reading becoming sporadic when 
studying at end of school career. Comments on Scottish 
education system, studying Shakespeare, Chaucer, 
absence of set texts.  

00.28.10 Remarks on studying for A levels after Highers to try for 
Oxford, studying for set texts in A levels, Wuthering 



Heights (Emily Bronte), first reading Wuthering Heights 
aged 15, improving upon re-reading. Comments on other 
books read for A level, Aldous Huxley, Brave New World. 
Remarks on differences between A level and Higher 
assessment.  

00.30.00 Remarks on studying Latin and Greek, accelerated pace 
of learning, father’s decision for interviewee to study 
classics instead of English at Oxford. Remarks on lack of 
reading for pleasure because of studying. Further 
comments on reading Georgette Heyer, Agatha Christie, 
Dick Francis.  

00.31.10 Comments on joining Oxford library at university, reading 
Edmund Crispin, detective stories by one of Christchurch 
dons. Remarks on tiredness at university, reading Agatha 
Christie, Ngaio Marsh, Dorothy Sayers, Gaudy Night.  

00.32.00 Remarks on discovering art history writing at university, 
not reading much fiction because of studying. Comments 
on not partying at university, having to catch up reading 
Homer, Virgil, Thucydides, Plato. Comments on receiving 
Homer translation as school prize.  

00.33.50 Comments on becoming interested in reading on starting 
work, remarks on reading novels on librarian course at 
Aberystwyth, having to read children’s novels for training. 
Remarks on reading Tom’s Midnight Garden (Philippa 
Pearce). Comments on children’s novels written during 
late school and university career, reading Watership 
Down (Richard Adams).  

00.35.00 Remarks on best practice for children’s librarians to 
extensively read and review all books bought in 
Hertfordshire, justifying purchases.  

00.35.40 Comments on summer reading challenge in Wandsworth, 
different children’s reading competitions, remarks on 
running out of books.  

00.37.00 Remarks on adult reading during work as children’s 
librarian, reading adult fantasy books, Tracy Hickman, 
Margaret Weis, reading detective novels. Comments on 
time taken up by reading, other activities undertaken, 
selling programmes, involvement in Children’s Books 
History Society, working late nights, Saturdays.  

00.38.00 Remarks on reading group, enjoyment of reading adult 
fiction would not have otherwise have read. Comments 
on influence of book covers to choices, involvement with 
book characters. Remarks on reading group providing 
support of other people, differences between child and 
adult reading experiences.  

00.39.10 Comments on fear of being too prescriptive in work as 
children’s librarian, further remarks on work with children.  

00.40.00 Remarks on personal recommendations of books, power 
of word of mouth, multi faceted nature of reading, 
comments on wanting to read History of Reading, 



remarks on differences between reading and storytelling, 
early religious material, communal nature of early 
reading, mention of The Lives of the Saints, monks 
sharing books. Comments on late development of 
reading as private activity, silent reading.  

00.42.20 Comments on public and private nature of reading, 
greater difficulties of sharing poetry than stories.  

00.43.10 Comments on reading to two sons, children not reading 
much alone when younger, children reading at school. 
Remarks on reading every word in sentence ‘killing’ 
stories. Comments on reading to children until they left 
home, reading individual personal stories to children. 
Remarks on books read to children, Casebook of the 
Black Widowers (Isaac Asimov), Sherlock Holmes books 
(Arthur Conan Doyle), Miss Marple (Agatha Christie). 
Comments on children reading maths books. Remarks on 
reading as shared activity in evening, last thing at night.  

00.46.00 Remarks on reading on holiday in Perthshire cottage, no 
television/internet, continuing to read aloud with children 
and children’s friends.  

00.46.40 Comments on different phases of reading in life, reading 
through night as child, normality of going through phases, 
times of being too tired to read, importance of knowing 
what reading can provide when ready. Remarks on 
excuses not to read. 

00.48.10 Remarks on reading at work when sons growing up, 
comments on daily routine with children/work, ‘fitting in’ 
reading. Further comments on phases of life.  
Comparison between reading to children to reading The 
Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy (Laurence Sterne), 
reading to children keeping love of words alive.  

00.50.00 Comments on sons asking for reading recommendations, 
not worrying about sons’ reading habits. Importance of 
quality of reading over quantity.  

00.50.40 Remarks on role in start up of reading group, move from 
Alvering to Battersea library, mention of differences 
between libraries worked in - Tooting, Northcote - 
developing interest in reading groups. Comments on 
awareness of small friends’ reading groups.  

00.52.40 Remarks on library crisis period in 1990s, set up of 
‘Opening the Book’ organisation by Rachel Van Riel, 
injecting fresh life into libraries. Comments on changed 
roles of librarians, move to talk to readers, not just hand 
out books. Anecdote about woman marking library books 
with red cross to share books she liked with readers.  

00.55.30 Comments on Rachel Van Riel recommending reading 
groups in libraries as best practice approach. Remarks on 
different reading group models in different areas, 
involvement of staff members in Wandsworth libraries.  

00.57.30 Remarks on setting up reading group at Alvering (2000), 



members’ preference for daytime group, role of food in 
reading groups, decision to have group in lunch break.  

01.00.00 Remarks on first meeting (March 2000), reading Enduring 
Love (Ian McEwan), dislike of Enduring Love. Remarks 
on other books read, The Beach (Alex Garland), 
comments on reasons for reading The Beach, remarks on 
keeping records of all books read, sending out notices of 
books to be read, producing newsletters of discussions, 
keeping newsletters objective, reflecting different 
opinions, anonymous. Comments on changing book club 
dates.  

01.01.50 Remarks on closure of Alvering library, moving to 
Battersea, reading groups having lives outside libraries. 
Comments on natural swings in book club growth, not 
being worried if reading groups close. Description of 
Battersea library, willingness of group to move, loss of 
some original members, still sending newsletters to 
former members, sending letters to around 35-40 people. 
Comments on current group membership, 10-15 people 
attending, sending letters by email, some in the post.  

01.06.20 Comments on wanting to know what other reading groups 
reading, remarks on different reading groups, three 
groups in Battersea, differences between groups, own 
reading group’s focus on things to be enjoyed in group, 
not choosing obvious reading group books, few members 
having read Orange are not the Only Fruit (Jeanette 
Winterson). Remarks on other books read, The Wrong 
Boy (Willy Russell), brief comments on plot. Comments 
on wariness of publishers’ descriptions of books, non 
branded nature of reading groups.  

01.08.40 Remarks on Richard and Judy reading group books, 
reading group ‘genre’. Comments on wanting to read 
diverse writing. Mention of Crime and Punishment 
(Fyodor Dostoyevsky). Further remarks on limited nature 
of childhood reading, comments on plot of Crime and 
Punishment. Further comments on list of books read by 
reading group.  

01.10.00 Comments on reading little detective fiction in reading 
group, mention of Shutter Island (Dennis Lehane). 
Remarks on problematic nature of detective fiction 
quality, reading groups looking for balance between style 
and content, reading group reading little fantasy material, 
members not enjoying Northern Lights (Philip Pullman), 
The Left Hand of Darkness (Ursula Le Guin).  

01.11.50 Remarks on reading group trying graphic novels, not 
reading much poetry, reading Birthday Letters (Ted 
Hughes), The World’s Wife (Carol Ann Duffy), comments 
on good meeting to discuss The World’s Wife, comments 
on poems in collection, Duffy’s imagined views of wives 
of famous men.  



01.14.20 Remarks on desire to start or join poetry reading group, 
poetry groups requiring different form to normal reading 
groups, not always possible to identify with characters. 
Comments on poetry frightening people, not ‘getting’ all 
poems, internal nature of some poetry, people’s fears of 
looking stupid, need not to worry about meaning, thinking 
about resonation of word. Remarks on sons’ views of 
poetry, sons studying Carol Ann Duffy’s poetry, 
comments on poem about Marilyn Monroe.  

01.19.20 Comments on most memorable reading group book, Old 
Filth (Jane Gardam), comments on similarities to father’s 
life as raj orphan, story resonating, remarks on style of 
book.  

01.20.40 Remarks on books in reading diary, not remembering A 
Room Full of Chocolate (Jane Elson), remembering 
Cuckoo Song (Frances Hardinge), Flora in Love (Natasha 
Farrant), The Bell Between Worlds (Ian Johnstone), The 
Girl who Walked on Air (Emma Carroll), Hello, Darkness 
(Anthony McGowan). Comments on children’s books on 
list, mention of The Boy on the Porch (Sharon Creech). 
Comments on reading diaries going back to 2000.  

01.22.10 Further comments on re-reading, further comments on 
keeping record of books read, sometimes writing notes 
on books.  

01.23.10 Comments on forgetting books read.  
01.23.31 ENDS  
 
 
                  
 
 
 

 
 


